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Hermetic connectors, a global range of solutions available from CONESYS
EUROPE for the Harsh Environment Interconnect systems
Paris Air Show, Le Bourget, France (June 2017, the 21st) – CONESYS EUROPE, a leading manufacturer
and supplier of interconnect systems introduces the possibility to download datasheets for the global
range of hermetic connectors.
More than a Catalog and thanks to the great experimentation of its teams, CONESYS EUROPE designs
specific solutions and covers main MIL-AERO standards.
“We introduced a new website design that includes a Product Selector tool for main of the products
commonly used in harsh Environment. More, our hermetic range to sustain any Electrical or Optical
signal without any leakage. Fully integrated due to our own glass to metal sealing know-how, we are
recognized and satisfy reliable hermetic solutions”, says Karim Louanchi, GM of CONESYS EUROPE.
Hermetic connectors are widely used in the Military, Avionics, Space, Heavy Industry, Energy and
Transportation market segments. Those interconnect products need to comply with severe
specifications like robustness, humidity absorption, radiation resistance, vibration, shock severity and
an extended operating temperature range and Reach expectations.
For additional information on CONESYS EUROPE’s hermetic answers to Harsh Environment please
visit: www.conesyseurope.com.
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About CONESYS EUROPE
Located in Toulouse, France, Subsidiary of the Conesys group since 1997, Conesys EUROPE is the hermetic line
development. Conesys EUROPE designs and manufactures hermetic solutions, and is the specialist in the final assembly of
connectors including standard – EN & MIL - and specific models.

About CONESYS
Conesys is privately held and headquartered in Torrance, California. The company markets under the brand names: Aeroelectric Connector, Aero Industrial Products, EMP Connectors, J-Tech, Conesys Europe and ATI-INTERCO. With roughly
1,000 employees worldwide, Conesys combines the financial strength with the flexibility and responsiveness of a world
class supplier of interconnect solutions. www.conesys.com

